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1 Breaker Pole Discrepancy Function
1.1 Introduction
This application note describes a simple method to obtain a breaker pole discrepancy alarm using SIPROTEC 5.
Additionally, the SIPROTEC 5 device manuals as well the DIGSI 5 help function should be consulted for further details.

1.2 Overview
In most circuit breaker applications, the pole discrepancy function is part of the circuit breaker. Where breakers can be
tripped single pole, the protection and auto re-close function ensure that a circuit breaker never ends in a single pole
open state. Some applications however demand a circuit breaker pole discrepancy function in the protection relay. Such a
pole discrepancy function is based purely on the status of the auxiliary contacts. This application note describes how this
can be implemented with SIPROTEC 5 using standard functions included in the device.

1.3 Circuit breaker switching state
The breaker switching state is obtained via binary inputs. There are a number of alternatives for the application of the
auxiliary contacts:

Figure 1: Typical routing of binary inputs for circuit breaker auxiliary contacts
With the routing shown in Figure 1 above, the circuit breaker auxiliary contacts can, with good reliability, indicate both
the open and closed state of the circuit breaker. For this example the external connection shown in Figure 2 below is
required. For the application of the pole discrepancy function as described in this document, the 3 phase selective
auxiliary contact signals, Position 1-pole phsX, must be applied in the closed high (CH) configuration because the logic
will evaluate the phase selective CLOSED-Status. The 3-phase status, for example the Position 3-pole, which is routed as
“OH” in Figure 1, is not required and may be left out.
Under Heading “1.7 Logic with Phase Selective Close AND Open” a further variant for the Pole Discrepancy Function is
provided. This requires 6 binary inputs and replicates the classic discrete logic.
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Figure 2: Connection of auxiliary contacts – with phase selective Close High status
The following state indications are available for the Circuit Breaker.

Figure 3: Indication of circuit breaker state (the phase selective closed state is used in the logic)
The signals that will be used for the pole discrepancy function are the phase selective closed state. In Figure 3 above this
is the highlighted “Position 1-pole phsA/closed” for phase A. These states are indicated as soon as the state of the auxiliary
contact for the respective phase shows that the pole is closed or not open.
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1.4 Pole discrepancy signal
A user defined signal and time delay must be introduced for this purpose. From the library first add the “Chart Setting
Integer” and rename it to “Pole Disc, Timer ms”. In the next step drag and drop the SPS into the new function and rename
it “PD alarm”.

Figure 4: Add user defined objects
The new signal “PD alarm” is the pole discrepancy alarm. It may be routed to the required destinations now or later.
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1.5 CFC Logic
For the pole discrepancy alarm the following logic is applied via a CFC chart. The chart is applied as “Event Triggered CFC”:

Figure 5: CFC chart with pole discrepancy logic (Phase Selective Closed Status)
The input to the timer will only be a high state when both the 3 input NOR gate and AND gate have a “zero” at their
outputs. This happens when the Closed State is not the same in all three phases. Based on the three inputs used for the
phase selective status as shown in Figure 2, this is the pole discrepancy state that will be alarmed when the set time
expires.

1.6 Timer Setting
The pole discrepancy time is set in “ms” in the user defined chart setting timer applied under heading 1.4 above. A setting
of 1200 ms is applied as shown in the screen shot below:

Figure 6: Setting of pole discrepancy timer
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1.7 Logic with Phase Selective Close AND Open
The classic pole discrepancy function was implemented using 6 breaker auxiliary contacts in the configuration shown in
Figure 7 below:
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Figure 7: Typical connection of discrete Pole Discrepancy Logic
If the 6 auxiliary contacts shown in Figure 7 are connected to the SIPROTEC5 device a different logic should be
implemented to achieve the same response as from the discreet logic shown in Figure 7 (Figure 9).
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Figure 8: Connection of auxiliary contacts – with phase selective Close High AND Open High status
To replicate the pole discrepancy logic as shown in Figure 7 with the connection to SIPROTEC5 as shown in Figure 8 the
following logic must be applied:
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Figure 9: CFC chart with pole discrepancy logic (Phase Selective Closed AND Open Status)
With the CFC chart in Figure 9, the output of the two 3-input OR gates will both be high only when at least one of the
normally open and one of the normally closed auxiliary contacts is closed (compare with Figure 7). The AND gate will then
only trigger the timer when this pole discrepancy condition is present.

1.8 Conclusion
The application note shows how the standard functions in the device can be applied to derive additional functions such as
a Pole Discrepancy Alarm.
Note that the logic must be selected according to the manner in which the Breaker Status is obtained.
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